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Abstract

the development of our system with experiments only on Egyptian Arabic although similar trends are observed for Mandarin
Chinese as well.
In section 2 we describe the neural network acoustic models used in our system. After combination, outputs from these
systems are decoded and rescored using the language models
described in section 3. Section 4 describes final MT results on
various development sets after optimizations for machine translation. The paper concludes with a discussion and future directions (section 6).

We describe the IBM automatic speech recognition (ASR) system for the DARPA Broad Operational Language Translation
(BOLT) program. The system is used to transcribe conversational telephone speech (CTS) prior to machine translation for
Phase 3 of the program’s Activity A. The ASR system is a combination of novel sequence trained ensemble deep neural network acoustic models on speaker adapted features and convolutional neural network models on two kinds of spectro-temporal
representations of speech, in conjunction with a variety of class,
neural network and n-gram based language models. Acoustic
and language models for the recognition system are built on
transcribed audio released under the program and further optimized for the final machine translation task as well. The evaluation system has a word error rate of 32.7% on a 2 hour Egyptian
Arabic development set for this task.
Index Terms: Automatic speech recognition, conversational
telephone speech, deep neural networks, machine translation

2. Acoustic Models
Although the Egyptian Arabic ASR system uses only neural
network acoustic models, the training recipe for these models starts with building traditional HMM-GMM based acoustic
models. The HMM-GMM models are used to produce contextdependent state alignments and speaker adapted features for
the neural network training pipeline. The GMM models are
trained on 13 dimensional PLP features estimated in 25 ms windows of speech every 10 ms. Cepstral features from 9 consecutive frames are then spliced after speaker based cepstral meanvariance and vocal tract length normalizations. An LDA transform is applied to reduce the final feature dimensionality to 40.
The ML training of the GMM models is also interleaved with
the estimation of a global semi-tied covariance (STC) transform. Feature-space MLLR (FMLLR) is finally applied to train
speaker adapted models. The speaker adapted models have
100000 Gaussian components distributed over 8000 pentaphone
context-dependent states.
We use close to 100 hours of transcribed audio released by
LDC under the program for training these models. This includes
data previously available as Egyptian Arabic LDC CALLHOME (LDC97S45/LDC2002S37) and LDC CALLFRIEND
(LDC96S49), in addition to more recently collected data under the program. With short vowels and other diacritic markers
typically not orthographically represented in Arabic texts, there
are a number of choices for building pronunciation dictionaries [3]. These include - 1) Unvowelized graphemic dictionaries
in which the short vowels and diacritics are ignored 2) Vowelized dictionaries which use the Buckwalter morphological analyzer [4] for generating possible vowelized pronunciations and
3) Vowelized dictionary which uses the output of a morphological analysis and disambiguation tool (MADA) [5]. For the
system described in this paper we use unvowelized graphemic
transcripts and dictionaries based on 45 graphemes.

1. Introduction
The DARPA BOLT program develops systems and technologies capable of translating multiple languages in different genres, processing information from the translated text and allowing bilingual communication using speech or text [1]. The machine translation evaluation of BOLT Activity A for Phase 3
was to test English translation of material from three different
genres in two separate languages - Egyptian Arabic and Mandarin Chinese. Translation material for the three genres were
chosen from:
1. Text from discussion forums in Egyptian Arabic and
Mandarin Chinese,
2. Text from SMS and chat in the same two languages, and
3. Conversational telephone speech recorded in these same
languages as well.
The automatic speech recognition systems described in this
paper were developed to transcribe conversational telephone
speech in Egyptian Arabic and Mandarin Chinese, before machine translation (MT) to English. Similar to earlier systems
built under the DARPA GALE program [2], the final ASR
system uses neural network acoustic models, language model
rescoring and system combination. In this paper we describe
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2.1. Deep Neural Network Models
Our deep neural network acoustic models are fully connected
multilayer perceptrons with several non-linear hidden layers
that are discriminatively trained to estimate posterior probabilities of context-dependent states. Using the standard error back-
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Figure 1: Schematic of ensemble deep neural network models.

propagation and cross-entropy objective function, the DNNs are
trained on speaker adapted FMLLR features using alignments
produced from the HMM-GMM acoustic model described earlier. The DNNs are pretrained by growing them layer-wise to 7
hidden layers, with one iteration over the training data, before
being trained to convergence. Except for the softmax function
at the output layer, each of the hidden layers with 1024 hidden
units, uses the sigmoid activation function.
Similar to the GMMs, these neural networks are trained on
close to 100 hours of data after the data is frame-randomized
and split into mini-batches of 250 frames each. Starting with a
step size of 5e-3, depending on improvements on a held-out set
of about 5 hours, the step size is kept the same or halved if the
relative improvement is less than 1%, as the training progresses.
Cross-entropy training of the networks is followed by Hessianfree sequence training using a state-based minimum Bayes risk
objective function described in [6].

Table 1: WER (%) for DNN and CNN systems on the dev set.
Acoustic Model
DNN
CNN (log-mel)
CNN (gammatone)

WER CE
41.2
39.3
39.3

WER ST
37.6
36.4
36.8

log-mel spectra are extracted by first applying mel scale integrators on power spectral estimates in short analysis windows
(25 ms) of the signal followed by the log transform. Each frame
of speech is also appended temporally with a fixed set of 11
frames. All of the 128 nodes in the first feature extracting layer
are attached with 9 ×9 filters that are two dimensionally convolved with the input representations. The second feature extracting layer with 256 nodes has a similar set of 4 × 3 filters
that process the non-linear activations after max pooling from
the preceding layer. The non-linear outputs from the second
feature extracting layer are then passed onto the following DNN
layers.
The second representation we use to train CNN models
are 64 dimensional Gammatone auditory filter bank outputs [8]
augmented with ∆ and ∆∆s. To extract these features, after
pre-emphasis and Hanning windowing, the Fourier spectrum is
filtered by a filter bank with 64 Gammatone filters. The spectrum is further post-processed by a cubed root compression and
temporally smoothed using a second order ARMA filter [9].
The final Gammatone features are also mean and variance normalized on a per utterance basis. Similar to the CNN trained
on the log-mel spectrum, we use 128 hidden nodes in the first
convolutional layer with 9 × 9 filters and 256 hidden nodes in
the second convolutional layer with 4 × 3 filters.
Both the CNN networks have 5 fully connected DNN layers
with 1024 hidden units each and estimate posterior probabilities of 8000 context dependent phones. The CNN networks are
trained on 100 hours of speech with the same training procedure
described earlier for DNN networks. During discriminative pretraining the two convolutional layers are trained together while
the remaining network is grown layer-by-layer.
As with the DNN models, cross-entropy training of the

2.2. Convolutional Neural Network Models
Convolutional neural networks (CNN) [7] are very similar to
conventional DNNs - the difference between these models, being the additional CNN feature extracting layers. These layers
generate features for succeeding layers instead of pre-processed
features that are usually input to the DNNs. Each of the feature
extracting layers consists of a pair of convolution and max pooling sub-parts. The convolution sub-part is a set of filters that
are locally convolved with parts of the input to produce features that are further processed by a max pooling step. The max
pooling operation involves picking the maximum from adjacent
filter outputs. After passing through sigmoid nonlinearities, activations from lower layers are processed by subsequent feature
extracting layers with more filters and down-sampling. The extracted features are finally received by fully connected DNN
layers. Similar to DNNs, all the layers of the CNN are also
trained using the standard back-propagation algorithm to minimize the cross entropy between the targets and the activations
of the output layer.
We train CNN models on two spectro-temporal representations of speech. The first representation we use are 40 dimensional log-mel spectra augmented with ∆ and ∆∆s. The
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3. Language Models

CNNs is followed by Hessian-free sequence training. Table 1
shows the word error rate (WER%) performance of both models at the cross-entropy (WER CE) training level and after sequence training (WER ST) with 1-best decoding on a dev set of
1.5 hours of speech.

For training language models, we use a collection of corpora provided by LDC, the transcripts for the acoustic model
training data, various text corpora including LDC2012E54,
LDC2012E16, LDC2012E21, LDC2012E04, LDC2012E16,
and data used for machine translation. The total number of
words (tokens) in all the corpora exceeds 700 million, but the
most relevant part is the acoustic model training transcripts
which has only 900K words. Many of the corpora contain text
data which are not conversational and not Egyptian Arabic. We
selected a vocabulary of 386K words, including 378K Arabic
words and 8K English words. To build the baseline language
model, for each corpus, we train a 4-gram model with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing [12] and then linearly interpolate
the models with weights chosen to optimize perplexity on a
held-out set (tune set), ending up with a single n-gram model
containing 163M n-grams. In addition to the dev set which is
used to report WER in earlier experiments we use a tune and
test set also to validate our systems. The tune and test sets correspond to 1.5 and 3 hours of speech.
Even though the acoustic model training transcript is very
small (900K words) compared with the entire set of text data
(700M words), it is by far the most important component, having a weight of 0.79 in the final interpolated n-gram LM. The
first two lines in Table 4 show that the n-gram LM trained on
just the acoustic transcripts has a perplexity of 375 compared
with 313 for the large n-gram LM trained on all the data.

2.3. Ensemble Deep Neural Network Models
Inspired by [10], we experimented with training DNNs that predict HMM states at different time offsets and average the predictions. The authors propose to train a single DNN that predicts
states at multiple times using multi-task learning. The score for
the central HMM state at time t is obtained by averaging the
predictions of the DNN at different times. When implementing
this technique we found that, although we obtained good gains
in frame classification accuracy, the word error did not improve.
We propose to train instead 2 ∗ K + 1 separate DNNs that
predict states at individual times t − K . . . t . . . t + K respectively, using the same input features as the baseline DNN (9×40
FMLLR frames). To get the scores for the states at time t, we
average 2 ∗ K + 1 score matrices where the score matrix for the
DNN corresponding to time offset k is shifted by k time steps
k ∈ {−K, . . . , K}. For example, the output matrix for the
DNN that predicts st−1 is shifted left by one frame; the output
matrix for the DNN that predicts st+1 is shifted right by one
frame and so on (see Fig. 1).
All DNNs have the same topology: an input layer with
360 neurons, 7 hidden layers with 1024 sigmoid neurons and
one output layer with 16000 softmax units. Training consists
of 15 passes of minibatch SGD with a cross-entropy objective
followed by sequence discriminative training. The DNN models also benefit by the increase in output targets from 8000 to
16000. In Table 2 we show the benefit of combining 5 DNNs
(corresponding to K = 2) for both cross-entropy (CE) and sequence trained (ST) models.

Table 4: Tune set perplexities for different language models.
LM
n-gram (actrain transcripts, 900K words)
163M n-gram (all sources, 700M words)
n-gram + model M
n-gram + model M + NNLM

Table 2: Comparison of WER(%) for CE and ST single and
combined DNNs on the dev set.
K
0
2

WER CE
40.0
39.0

The 163M n-gram LM is used as the baseline LM for
speech recognition experiments and to generate lattices for
rescoring with better language models, such as model M, a
class-based exponential model [13]. We trained a model M LM
on each corpus and interpolated them together with the 163M
n-gram LM, reducing the perplexity from 313 to 289 (8% relative) and the WER by 0.3-0.8% on various test sets as shown in
Table 5.

WER ST
37.0
36.4

Additionally, we combined the 5 DNNs with two convolutional nets that differ in input features (logmel and gammatone
filterbanks) using tree array score combination [11]. The tree array score combination allows the summation of scores coming
from models with different decision trees. This was necessary
because the CNNs were built using a decision tree with 8000
leaves (as opposed to 16000 for the ensemble DNNs). In Table 3 we present results for both 1-best and consensus decoding
using sequence trained models.

Table 5: WER(%) for different language models.
LM
Baseline (n-gram LM)
n-gram + model M
n-gram + model M + NNLM

WER 1-best
34.6

WER cons.
33.9

34.0

33.7

tune
32.5
32.1
31.9

dev
33.7
33.0
32.7

test
36.2
35.9
35.5

We also built a neural network language model
(NNLM) [14, 15, 16] on the 900K word acoustic transcripts. It is a 6-gram model with 100 hidden units and with
an output vocabulary limited to the 20K most frequent words.
This was the optimal configuration found in [16]. The neural
network LM was interpolated with model M and n-gram LMs
and used for lattice rescoring. Compared with model M, the
perplexity was reduced from 289 to 270 (7% relative) and the
WER was further reduced by 0.3-0.4% on the different test sets.

Table 3: Comparison of WER(%) for ST combined DNNs and
CNNs on the dev set.
Fusion
5DNN+CNN logmel
5DNN+CNN logmel+
CNN gamma

Perplexity
375
313
289
270
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